PREFACE

“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.”

- Albert Einstein

Human brain has a fascinating ability to produce unbelievable results out of daydreams. There are numerous examples of people in creative or artistic careers, such as composers, novelists, and filmmakers etc. who developed new ideas through daydreaming. Likewise research scientists, mathematicians and physicists have been successful in developing new ideas by daydreaming about their subject areas. Mozart as well as Beethoven dreamt musical masterpieces before they were actually put down on paper and reproduced in music. Einstein indulged in mathematical daydreaming for years before he evolved the formula of relativity or the splitting of the atom. Wright brother’s daydream of flying an air machine enabled human being to commute by flying and Edison’s dreams of electrical possibilities spread light at night. As Larry Niven has truly said, “Everything starts as somebody daydreams”

Stress is a factor that happens to affect everyone’s life. Stress can affect a person’s performance and achievement in ways people would believe it would not. When people are stressed most of the time, they focus too much on the stressor and in turn miss to realise in time that the stress they are having may be affecting other areas in their lives. The parameter of “Stress Resistance” enables and equips an individual to progressively deal with the intruding stresses and prevent him from severe negative physical and mental effects of stress.

The concept of optimism has been acknowledged for a long time. Psychologists have argued that optimism is defined by the fact that people are naturally inclined to think about life in a positive way, regardless of the objective evidence which might suggest otherwise. The term optimism has also been used to indicate a person’s willingness to accept failure while remaining confident that successful accomplishments will follow. Optimism plays a major role in motivating people to achieve positive outcomes.
The present research work intends to explore the impact of positive daydreaming and that of negative daydreaming on stress resistance as well as optimism and further establishes the facts for future use of researchers and will be of genuine use to human being by enhancing their stress resistance and optimism level through positive daydreaming. Youth is likely to be benefited through the findings of this research to focus on productivity and positive orientation through daydreaming and shift away from thoughts of fear and failure. Daydreaming can have many constructive uses, including self-regulation and helping youth to plan ahead.

In Chapter One of the thesis concept of stress resistance, optimism and daydreaming vis-à-vis gender have been explained. Relevant studies pertaining to the effect of stress resistance and optimism on daydreaming have also been reviewed in this chapter. Chapter Two is devoted to elaborating the problems and respective hypotheses undertaken for the investigation in the present research. Methodology adopted in the present research has been detailed in Chapter Three. Results of analyses of data through various statistics have been summarized in Chapter Four. The findings have been discussed in Chapter Five. A separate Chapter Six on summary has been added to give a bird’s eye view of the complete study.

It is good to have an end to a journey however it is actually the journey that matters in the end. Though only my name appears on the cover of this dissertation, a great many people have contributed in the process of this Ph. D research work. I sincerely owe my heartfelt gratitude to all such well wishers who have made it feasible for me to come up with this work. I am grateful to all of them however there are a special few whom I cannot miss to mention here.

First and the foremost, Almighty God for the strength, good will and ability Thy conferred on me to complete this research work. I dedicate a pious tribute to Dr. Indubhavanand Brahmchari from Shankaracharya Ashram, Raipur. He has all through been a spiritual connect and a divine support for me. Next to God, the biggest influence has been made by my guide and my mentor Dr. J.C. Ajawani, Head, Department of Psychology, Arts & Commerce Girls’ College, Devendra Nagar, Raipur (C.G.). I confess that all through the days while I had been
working on this research, there have been trying times and difficult situations. Every
time I was challenged by a distraction, Dr. J.C. Ajawani was there to encourage me. It
cannot be argued that he has been the most influential source of will power and
knowledge support which enabled me to complete this work. I have not heard of another
professor who goes so far to make sure students are prepared for the next step in their
journey. I would like to thank my guide and mentor Dr. J.C. Ajawani, without whom
this work would have been really impossible. This gratitude and indebtedness shall be
incomplete without the specific mentions of Gurumata Mrs. Vandana Ajawani and
their kids Tulika, Yukti and Brajesh for it has always been a family shower of support
whenever I wanted any help.

Some people are larger than words and one such special personality is my
college Principal Dr. Sandhya Verma. She is a kind hearted and helpful lady who
always supported me with guidance and motivation. I owe a big gratitude to her for
being there with me whenever I required.

Destiny has been extremely kind in selecting me to be the person who got
adulations and recognitions from none other than a legend: Late Dr. Sharad Ingle. He
was not just a renowned career counsellor but also a man for all occasions for me and
my family. Mrs. Neela Ingle and sir have actually carved the initial sketches of this
ambition and put me on this track. I owe a big share of gratitude to you sir and madam.

Thank you is just a matter of recognition and not a payback to those who have
been kind to you. I extend a special thank to my professors Dr. Anjana Purohit and
Dr. Mini Alex, for their support in every aspect of the study.

A special note of thanks to all my respondents, all participants, school
principals: their honesty and willingness to contribute has felicitated this study in a
great manner. A great deal of support came to me from my research colleagues viz.
Pushpanjali, Shakuntla and Tarrannum; they have all extended lavish support and I
remain grateful to them for all the scholarly interactions, discussions and suggestions.

When goings get tough, friends come in to make you feel energised and relaxed.
I attribute a special word of recognition for my dear friends Mrs. Sonia Arora,
Mr. Amarjeet Singh, Dr. Chanchaldeep Kaur, Mrs. Sanju Khurna, Mrs. Kalpana Jha, Dr. Amba Sethi, Dr. Dattatraya Hoskare, Mr. Joginder Singh, Mr. & Mrs. Suneet Upadhyay. Their wishes and companionship has been a great support.

I would flaunt from my responsibilities if I do not extend thanks to Mr. Verma, Shaila Tai, Nirmala, Najma and all the staff from Arts & Commerce Girls’ College, Devendra Nagar, Raipur (C.G.) for the very important administrative help. I am really grateful to the dedicated colleagues from my office specially Pramod Verma & Mohan Sahu. How can I miss to acknowledge the support of car chauffer Shankar and Ravi, they have helped me reach places. ‘Words attract attention when presented well’, I thank Mr. Samir Variagade for all typing and meticulous editing services.

Today I feel that my parent’s hard work and dreams have blossomed. I can’t imagine my current position without the love and support from my family. I thank my parent’s, Mr. R.N. Shukla and Mrs. Annpurna Shukla for the wonderful upbringing, value system & good education they provided me and to my siblings. I always fall short of words and feel it impossible to illustrate their support in words. My father has always been beside me keeping his hand on my shoulder to give all the support. He always wants to see me on the top of the world. My mother’s unconditional love, care and prayers are always with me. She has always aspired that I achieve the apex of education and today, when I draft this thesis, I feel proud to be on this zenith. My parents have been first to believe that I can achieve my dreams. I bow down in front of them in love and respect for everything that I am.

I thank my father-in-law, Mr. Arvind Varwandkar (Anna) for his love, patience, understanding and moral support. His ongoing encouragement and the sacrifices made in the day to day routine, all through the duration of this research work, have made it possible for me to accomplish this feet in the midst of various challenges in life. I deeply miss my Late mother-in-law (Sau Aai); though she is not with me at this moment, my heartfelt gratitude for the blessings she has showered on me.

My sister Mrs. Priti Tiwari and brothers, Mr. Anupam Shukla and Mr. Anurag Shukla, are great friends. Their continued back-up and belief in me provided me the opportunity to successfully carry out both educational and life
choices. I would like to thank them for guiding me throughout. I thank my sister-in-law Mrs. Anjali Kumbhojkar and brother-in-law Mr. Makrand Kumbhojkar and their family, for an awful support all these years. I do extend my thanks to my brother-in-law Mr. Manoj Tiwari, sister-in-law Mrs. Snehlata Shukla, Mrs. Deepti Shukla and my lovely nephews and nieces. The warmth and considerations from all my relations has made the feeling of being in the family so wonderful.

My family extends further to my uncle Dr. S.D. Varwandkar who has been like an inspiration light post. I owe a great deal of thanks to him for taking interest in my work and sharing his valuable remarks, always. A special reference inked for Mrs. Kalpana Sathe (Kaku) and her family. She has been a person I could lean on, in all the ups and downs of my life.

Finally, most important thanks here go to my husband, “Ajit”. He has been like sunshine, always giving me the feeling of hope and energy. It is so wonderful to have him beside me, in the past, present, and future. He has always taken all my problems as his own, enabled me to overcome those, and encouraged me to achieve my best level. His love and endless help cannot be thanked in few words, I can only say, without him, this thesis wouldn’t exist.

I dedicate this research to my two lovely daughters Mahima and Manasi. They are real angels - God’s greatest gifts to me. I recall the way both the kids encouraged me in the last few months on the run way to the submission of this thesis. They kept on reminding me: “Mummy go to office but do only research work”! My heart constantly overflows with love & happiness because of these young champions in my life. I’m amazed each day at the immeasurable joys they have brought to the family and even more amazed at the things these young ones have taught me. I pledge that with every inch of my being I will always love, cherish, teach, nurture, protect and care for my kids. I shall surely make my kids learn to use the art of daydreaming in order to achieve success & happiness in life.
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